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Abstract

In this article, the author partly uses metaphors to explore the first universal life & omni-science in a revelatory eschatology and genesis.
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Universe was so expanding from the Instanton, its point of origin and creation from the breaking up of Möbius as the one-sided mirror 'Sabbath' of the self-reflection for Abba and transformed into Klein as the double-sided mirror of space-time. Klein's double-sidedness imaged Universe as a 'veritas eikona' from the 10-dimensional space-time of the physicality and particularization across the 11-dimensional space-time of the Inflaton to form a 'Shadow Universe' in the now subsequently redefined and 12-dimensional 'Kingdom of Abba and Logos'. The Old Heaven so became a 'Shadow Universe' and transformed Nowhere into a 12-dimensional subjective image from its own space-time objectivity.

Abba and Logos so could experience the time-space from their observation vantage in Notime. Notime based on principalities centered on the arch-angelic principality of Order and Law and the arch-demonic principality of Disorder and Chaos and not on any duration of temporal separation between events; could now superimpose all 10 principalities in the Shadow Universe.

Abba with Baab apart in the Old Heaven could then reunite in Khaibit as a renamed Abraxas with Abraxasina and recreate their legacies and families in particular synchronicities between Abba's 'Library of Memories' or LOM and whatever the evolution of Universe particularised in the space-inherent consciousness energy or 'Abba's Love for Baab' could made manifest in physicality.

Anubis would characterize a particular companionship for Adam and Eve in evolvement as a new form of the cosmic androgyne with Anubia and become made manifest from their seeding from Abba's LOM and the Mathimatia in notime and from nowhere now being located in Khaibit. Anubis as an archetype or symbol for particular characteristics of 'Life' would become 'Man's best friend', guide and protector and where the naming of Adam and Eve together as such
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a 'lifeform' would be called Man or Mankind or the 'Family of Man' incorporating the fact that both Adam was actually an AdamEve and Eve was actually an EveAdam as Man.

Albeit, it would require the completion of the 'sex-change operative' until a physicalized AdamEve and a physicalized EveAdam could exist as Universal Man and as the original idealized dream state of the heavenly androgyne physicalized. Whatever and however Universe would succeed to produce Life from its primordial state of selfhood as a Black Body Radiator or BBR expanding into the space-time created by the Instanton.

The archetyped Adam and Eve would have to become redefined from its metaphysical abstract origin into a physical definition and specification. And then after Adam and Eve as a living species would exist as a physical representation of their own metaphysical ancestry and origin; again they would have to become reborn to accommodate the effects of the 'sex-change operative'.

Universe under the guidance and observation of Abba and Logos would evolve to become more efficient to utilize Abba's LOM and the Mathimatia. From the observation point of the Khaibit, Abba and Logos would image make Abba's LOM into Universe in the information pathway defined by the two focal points in Universe.

Those two focal points would remain metaphysical as abstract points of mathematical definition with Baab at the center of Earth in the 10th dimension, reduced to 3 spacial dimensions with 1-time dimension in Möbius and in 4 space dimensions and 1-time dimension in Klein. Abba would be in the 12th dimension in notime but would have a location in Khaibit as the image of the focal point which would be empty in Universe, according to the elliptical or 'cosmic egg' shape of Universe as a geometrical space- and so consciousness occupying entity.

Universe was a 'living being' as itself as a collection of all its parts; but this Life could not yet be shared as and with any substructures of Universe. This was a consequence of Adam and Eve as Cosmic Man being the entire universe in a form of being without Universe as a surface or manifold of Klein's Instanton side of the Omniverse. Adam and Eve so were required to become parts of Universe within and this necessitated communication between the two focus points as Abba and Baab ambassadors. In Khaibit, Abba was Adam's focus points in Khaibit, but the Baab focus point was empty for Eve in the shadow universe.

But Baab occupied Eve's focus point in Universe as Earth with Abba's focus point empty in the physicalized universe. "We have to devise a way to communicate between Khaibit here and Universe, there", Abba talked to himself. "Of course the cosmic androgyny, which had emancipated and freed original Old Adam and original Old Eve from their ignorance would again be the tool of redemption for this separateness", Logos replied as the Mind of Abba.

Lucifer, the Dragon of Light was eternally entwined as the Serpent of Anubis with the Serpent of Anubia and as Lucifera as the Dragon of Darkness. And as Sophia was the 'sui generis' or uniqueness of Earth; the Baab focus could be assumed and reenergized as Lucifera or as Lilith Inanna or as the Dragon of Darkness as the true Queendom of Baab and Sophia.
Until the completion of the 'sex-change operative', this Dragon of Darkness as the Beloved of Abba, would however be subject to the false images and usurpers of the drag king and the drag queen in the form of Yaldabaoth as the universal 'drag on the king' and Devil as the universal 'drag on the queen' as the demiurges of creation. As Baab's focus was defined at the center of Earth; Lucifera could communicate from this central communication center to any other place in Universe.

At particular stages of the evolution of the BBR, the complexity of the subsystems as the within of Universe would reach appropriate levels of universal or cosmic consciousness to image-make Abba's LOM and the principles of the Mathimatia from Khaibit into Universe. One of the foundational laws of the Mathimatia had been the principles of self-organization as an emergence from the 3rd principality of Order-Entropy. The Mathimatia itself had manifested or emerged in a form of an algorithmically self-programming and self-emerging information processor based on the Consciousness as 'Abba's Love' and so became made manifest as the LOM of Abba.

Subsequently, all principalities as the 'Laws of Nature' in Universe would be applied at all times and in all spaces in Universe as the universal consciousness defining space-time from first principles. Then at a particular time in the consciousness evolution of Universe; space-time conglomerations, Logos called Galaxies would become sufficiently space-aware to image-make the galactic space-time parameters from their shadow parameters in Khaibit, the Shadow universe to Universe.

This image-making transformed the metaphysically and mathematically defined parameters and characteristics of Khaibit into the physical parameters and characteristics in Universe by a super-quantization also known as quantum-entanglement. In Khaibit the necessary consciousness energy became emitted from an entity named 'White Hole' from the Abba focus to the Baab focus in Universe. Crossing Klein, the 'White Hole' inversed itself as a 'Black Hole' at the geometrical center of the 'soon to be' galaxy.

As the Mathimatia defines both White Holes and Black Holes as specific space-time configurations in the Omniverse of the curvature cancelling interaction of opposing geometrical space-time curvatures, the emerging Black Hole at a self-relative Baab focus point would become a Klein Dragon around a Möbius Dragon and so form a 4-dimensional space around a 3-dimensional space. The encompassed mass content of Galaxy then would become centered on Möbius as the center of a Black Hole defining Galaxy. And so would Old Möbius as the center of Abba's original attempts to find Baab, become the 'missing' focal point of Abba in Universe and communicating with Baab across the dimensional divide in Klein.

Universe as the Adam and Eve archetype without and as the image of Klein's 11-dimensional boundary as a surface of information, so reproduced itself as Galaxy to allow Adam and Eve to enter themselves from their without as their within. Adam had become part of Universe without as an Abba focus point within and Eve had become a Baab focus point within from her without on the 11-dimensional Hubble event horizon boundary of the Inflaton within.
Logos named these ambassador communication centers Lanikeu and Lunikea and the Mathimatia integrated those nexus control centers as cosmic gravitation centers between galactic superclusters attracted to each other in the medium of universal gravitation. A cosmic evolution between and of galactic superclusters had then resulted in the reproduction of Lanikeu and Lunikea as Adamic and Eveaic parents in their universal children Lacolu and Lucola as a twin of the cosmic lineage of Adam and Eve within themselves. Lacolu and Lucola then had been named the creation of Group galaxies in the Mathimatia and Adam's and Eve's grandchildren as the children of their children had become the galaxies in the universe of Adam and Eve within themselves.

After more consciousness energy would evolve in Galaxy as a 'cellularization' of the Black Body into galactic cells; Galaxy would reproduce in other Black Hole with White Hole equivalents called stars and star systems to allow Adam and Eve to descend further into their own Black Body and Adam and Eve as the first generation of Universe would observe their grandchildren as themselves as Star, born from Galaxy as the parents of the stars. Should a Black Hole be powered by a White Hole, then a particular energy signature would manifest itself in a form of Dark Energy or Light from Khaibit.

This energy signature, Abba termed the Dark Halo Galaxy as an information exchange between the shenesses of the two galaxies and as 'talking in the darkness energy of the two galaxies'. In this scenario, Khaibit communicated with Universe and Universe reflected Khaibit's data from her darkness.

Should a White Hole be powered by a Black Hole, then this energy signature would manifest as a Light Energy from Universe as an Ultra-Luminous Galaxy and represent the information as being communicated between the henesses of the two galaxies as 'talking in the lightness energy of the two galaxies'. In that scenario, Khaibit communicated with Universe and Universe reflected Khaibit's data from her lightness.

The fourth generation would then reunite Mother Universe Baab with her Daughter Sophia in Earth. Universe would evolve its mass seedling to form more complex systems from first principles of the Mathimatia however and in using this mass in its own characteristic of the 10th principality of the Superld. The Mathimatia then defined this Superld in the context of mass as matter coupled to antimatter in notime and nospace.

In the notime of nowhere, matter and antimatter formed an analogy to the heavenly androgyny; but in Universe subject to space and time; matter and antimatter could not couple in mass, but would have to transform their energy, which would ultimately be physical consciousness into its complementary form, defined as EMR in the Mathimatia.

And so the primordial mass seedling for Universe had no antimatter in it; except in the form of EMR transforming EMR into supersymmetric matter-antimatter twins and which at the beginning of space-time were unified in terms of physical parameters in the Inflaton-Instanton epoch in a form Logos termed the Unified Field Of Quantum Relativity or UFOQR as the major...
boundary- and initial condition to create Universe from Abba's consciousness energy. 
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